
BUILDING A WEATHER STATION

DESCRIPTION:
In groups, students will build simple instruments to measure weather conditions. These
conditions include those most often reported on the nightly news-temperature, wind speed
and direction, relative humidity and cloud cover. Each group will make a different type of
instrument. Groups will test their instruments by measuring current weather conditions, give
a weather report to the class, and demonstrate how the instrument works.

GRADE LEVEL:
Fourth grade through high school

LEARNING OUTCOMES:
When my students finish this activity they will be able to:

1. Make simple instruments which measure weather conditions and explain how
the instruments work.

 TEKS Alignment –
o 126.16.c.1.C - explore complex systems or issues using models, simulations,

and new technologies to develop hypotheses, modify input, and analyze
results; and

o 126.16.c.1.D - analyze trends and forecast possibilities.
2. Demonstrate an understanding of weather statistics commonly reported on

the nightly news
 TEKS Alignment –

o 113.43.c.4.A-C - understands the patterns and characteristics of major
landforms, climates, and ecosystems of Earth and the interrelated processes
that produce them;

FUNDAMENTAL THEMES:
Place (climate)
Human and Environmental Relationships (humidity to comfort level)

*Excerpted from:
Texas Alliance for Geographic Education. Young Geographers Alliance: Program Guide. (San

Marcos, Texas: Southwest Texas State University, 1991), 143-46.
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RELATED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES:
Math
Science

CLASSROOM PROCEDURES:
1. Prepare materials before the class or meeting: Melt the tips of the eye droppers by

holding them over an open flame. Cool in a saucer or plate before touching. Cut the slit in
the carton for the hygrometer. Boil the shoestring to remove any chemicals.

2. Divide the class into groups and give each group a different instruction sheet.
3. Following the instructions, the students build the instruments while the teacher

monitors their progress and gives help when necessary.
4. When the instruments are finished, groups will test them outside by measuring current

weather conditions.
5. After returning to the classroom each group will report the condition it measured,

demonstrate the instrument and explain how it works. The group measuring relative
humidity will also report current temperature.

MATERIALS:
1. Four pointed paper cups, two milk cartons, 2 wire coat hangers, stapler, two

glass eyedroppers, two inexpensive thermometers, two rubber bands, white
cotton shoe lace.

2. One compass for directions, one small round mirror
3. One piece of cardboard {size depends on the mirror)
4. Pencil, glue.

EVALUATION:
Students will be evaluated on the quality of the instruments which they build, the accuracy
of their measurements and on their oral presentation.

EXTENSION:
This activity may be extended by using the instruments over a two to four week period to
monitor changes in weather conditions. Each group will be assigned a number of days during
which they are responsible for the weather report. Each group will use instruments from all
the groups, report current weather conditions to the class and record observations on a
calendar. Groups will be evaluated on the accuracy of the report, the oral presentation and
on efficiency of gathering data. Groups should take from 5 - 7 minutes to gather the data
and 5 minutes to report. (If you have Channel One in your school, see if you can get
permission for the students to give a weather forecast).
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By the end of the several week period, students should be able to relate changes in relative
humidity, wind speed and direction, temperature and cloud type to frontal passage and
weather conditions. For example, cumulus clouds are usually associated with fair weather,
abrupt changes in wind direction often occur with frontal passage.

Source for building the weather station:
Schneider, Herman. Everyday Weather and How It Works. McGraw-Hill, 1961.
Kids Network - National Geographic Society - The Weather Machine.


